
Rebuilding Your Inner Trust PTSD 
Worksheet

Name:  Date:

Learn how to trust yourself: Even if you are completely doubtful about other people, cynical, 
and skeptical about life, the way to regain good-enough trust is to start with yourself.

Learn how to trust others: What happened in your past provides an opportunity for all the 
people involved in the event to look within in order to understand why it resulted in broken 
trust. The underlying causes for the event need to be identified, examined, and worked on. 
When you are looking at yourself, come clean; if you engage with another person about what 
happened, expect an emotional reason. Apologize if you share some of the responsibility. 
Forgive yourself if you made a mistake. Vent if you need to and be patient.

Assess the situation; listen carefully to the person explaining why he or she did something. 
Trust your gut feelings. Before you rebuild trust in someone, you should first ask yourself if the 
relationship is one you want to save. If the answer is no, forget that person. Let them go, just 
accept that that is the way they are. With trusting others, the only certainty is that there is no 
certainty. Move on to find someone trustworthy.

Choose a situation when somebody important to you hurt you. Describe it.

Express how you felt.

Let the person know how deeply you were hurt with their action. Let the person know what you 
need so that you start trusting them again. Write about your experience below.



How will you let go of your anger? Make a plan of how you will achieve that.

Is this the first time that this happened or did something similar happen in the past? Describe.

Am I able to forgive? Write down why or why not.

Will I honestly be able to trust this person again? Write your thoughts and feelings about this 
question.

How can I know if this is a one-time mistake or a pattern of behavior? Write down your ideas.



Does the other person seem genuinely sorry for hurting me or just sorry he or she got caught?

What are some ways that I can test them?

After testing them, do I notice signs of trustworthiness?

How can I spot human deception?

Can I find ways to give and receive positive feelings despite what happened? How?



Do I know how to forgive myself? Some people think if they were more clever or wiser, this 
would not have happened to them. Is this true for me?

Can I ever forgive the other person? If not, how can I close the story in my head? What 
trustworthy person can I share that story with?

Go to your safe place and rethink the whole situation. Would you do something differently?



Did You U-Turn?

What was it like to fill out the above questionnaire? What did you learn? Did you make a U-
turn about your trust issues?

Is there someone (or more than one person) in your life who is motivated to help you grow out 
of the trauma? Why? Describe below.

Who is toxic for you? Even if they wish the best for you, are they sabotaging you in some way?

What is your position regarding the problem (are you a victim, persecutor, or rescuer)?

Where are you stuck in your growth? Thinking, feeling, communication, action? Describe 
below.



How will you know that you have shifted or changed your feelings and behaviors regarding 
trust? Describe it in observable details.

What have you done so far to get unstuck?

What is the main theme of your attempted solution, for example, “I am trying to be understood.”

What solutions are you avoiding?

What could be a different perspective that could shift you into a more positive relationship?



Which direction would be a significant departure from an attempted solution?

What can others do to support you as you move in a new direction—toward trust, away from 
trauma?

Source: The PTSD Workbook, Tijana Mandić, PhD


	undefined: A few years ago, my close friend Tom borrowed a significant amount of money from me with the promise to pay it back within a month. However, as time passed, he never fulfilled his commitment, and it left me feeling betrayed and hurt.
	undefined_2: I felt deeply hurt and betrayed by Tom's actions. It was not just about the money; it was about the breach of trust between us, and it made me question our friendship.
	undefined_3: I had a heart-to-heart conversation with Tom about how his actions had hurt me. I explained that I needed him to acknowledge the breach of trust, apologize sincerely, and commit to making amends by repaying the borrowed money as promised.
	undefined_4: To let go of my anger, I plan to engage in mindfulness and meditation to manage my emotions. Additionally, I'll seek support from a therapist to help me process my feelings and work on forgiveness.
	undefined_5: Unfortunately, this wasn't the first time a trust issue had arisen in my life. I've experienced similar situations in the past, and this incident with Tom brought back those memories.
	undefined_6: Forgiveness is a process, and while it may take time, I believe I can eventually forgive Tom. I value our friendship and hope that through open communication and his efforts to make amends, trust can be rebuilt.
	undefined_7: Trusting Tom again will be challenging, but it's not impossible. It will depend on his actions moving forward. I'm open to the possibility of rebuilding trust, but it will require consistency and effort from both sides.
	undefined_8: To determine if it's a pattern, I'll observe Tom's behavior over time. If he continues to demonstrate trustworthiness, it might have been a one-time mistake. However, if similar issues arise repeatedly, it could indicate a pattern.
	undefined_9: At our initial conversation, Tom seemed genuinely sorry for hurting me. He didn't make excuses and took responsibility for his actions. However, I'll remain cautious and observe his behavior to ensure his sincerity.
	undefined_10: I can test Tom by setting clear boundaries and expectations for our interactions. I'll pay attention to whether he respects those boundaries and follows through on his commitments.
	undefined_11: After testing Tom, I'll look for signs of trustworthiness such as honesty, reliability, and consistency in his actions. If these signs emerge, it will be a positive indication of his commitment to rebuilding trust.
	undefined_12: Spotting deception involves paying attention to inconsistencies in words and actions, body language, and gut instincts. I'll also educate myself on the signs of deception to become more vigilant.
	undefined_13: Despite what happened, I believe it's possible to find ways to give and receive positive feelings. To achieve this, I'll focus on cultivating a positive mindset, engaging in activities that bring joy, and nurturing healthy relationships with people who genuinely care about my well-being.

	undefined_14: Forgiving myself is a process that I'm actively working on. I recognize that making mistakes is a part of being human, and it's not a reflection of my intelligence or wisdom. Instead, it's an opportunity to learn and grow. I'm learning to be more compassionate toward myself and let go of self-blame.
	undefined_15: Forgiving the other person may take time, but I'm willing to work towards it. In the meantime, I can start by closing the story in my head by reframing it. I'll focus on the lessons learned and the personal growth that can come from this experience. I might share my feelings and thoughts with a trustworthy friend or therapist who can provide support and guidance.
	undefined_16: When I reflect on the situation from my safe place, I realize that I would approach it differently if given a second chance. I would communicate my expectations and boundaries more clearly from the beginning and ensure that they are respected. I've learned the importance of proactive communication in maintaining trust.
	undefined_17: Filling out the questionnaire was a revealing experience. It helped me understand the depth of my trust issues and the need for self-reflection and growth. I've made some progress in my journey to rebuild trust, and this questionnaire has encouraged me to keep moving forward.
	undefined_18: Yes, there are a few people in my life, including my therapist and a close friend, who are motivated to help me heal and grow from this trauma. They understand the importance of trust and have been a source of support and guidance throughout this process.
	undefined_19: I've identified that there are certain individuals in my life who, despite good intentions, may be toxic for me. Their actions or behaviors unintentionally trigger my trust issues and make it harder for me to heal. I'm learning to create boundaries with such individuals for my well-being.
	undefined_20: I've realized that I have often assumed the role of a victim in this trust issue, which has hindered my progress. I'm working on shifting my perspective and taking more empowered roles, focusing on growth and healing rather than dwelling on victimhood.
	undefined_21: I've noticed that I'm still somewhat stuck in my thinking and feeling. I tend to overanalyze situations and struggle with fully trusting again. This affects my communication and actions. I need to work on letting go of the past and embracing a more positive outlook.
	undefined_22: I'll know I've made progress when I can engage in relationships with less fear and anxiety. I'll communicate my boundaries clearly, trust my instincts, and feel more at ease in giving others the benefit of the doubt. Observable changes will include healthier relationships and improved self-esteem.
	undefined_23: To get unstuck, I've sought therapy to work through my trust issues, engaged in self-help books and resources, and actively practiced self-compassion and forgiveness. I've also distanced myself from toxic influences and embraced positive, supportive relationships.
	undefined_24: The main theme of my attempted solution is to rebuild trust, both in myself and in my relationships. I'm focused on fostering understanding, open communication, and forgiveness as key elements of this solution.
	undefined_25: I might be avoiding the solution of fully letting go of past hurts and resentments. I need to work on forgiveness and not carrying the weight of past trust issues into new relationships.
	undefined_26: Shifting into a more positive relationship perspective involves embracing the idea that people can change and grow, including myself. I need to adopt a mindset that allows room for second chances and the possibility of building stronger, more trusting connections.
	undefined_27: A significant departure from my past approach would be to avoid dwelling on the negative aspects of trust issues and instead focus on building positive, healthy relationships. It would involve letting go of victimhood and embracing personal empowerment.
	undefined_28: Others can support me by providing understanding, patience, and encouragement as I work through my trust issues. They can respect my boundaries and avoid triggering behaviors, creating a safe and supportive environment for my growth. Additionally, their willingness to communicate openly and honestly can help rebuild trust in relationships.
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